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Define the word penalty- kick

SEE SYNONYMS FOR penalty KICK ON THESAURUS.COMa free kick granted for an infringement committed by a defensive player in the penalty area and taken by the offensive player who was failed by a point 12 yards (11 meters) directly in front of the goal. Recorded for the first time in 1885-90penality, penalty area, penalty box,
penalty corner, penalty double, penalty kick, penalty killer, penalty point, penalty, penalty, shotDictionary.com Integral Penalty Based on Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. , with only the goalkeeper authorized to defend him: assigned to the attacking team after a foul inside the penalty area by a member of the
team in defenceRugby Union a kick awarded after a serious foul that can be aimed directly at the goal to score three pointsCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998 , 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012PAROLA
DEL SOstantivo DAYshenanigansplural | [shuh-nan-i-guhnz] SEE DEFINITIONThis every single word of the year!© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC For other uses, see Penalty kick. Player (centre, in white) preparing to take a penalty kick, 2013. A penalty kick (commonly known as a penalty or pen.) is a method of starting playing football again,
in which a player can take only one shot on goal while being defended only by the goalkeeper of the opposing team. It is awarded when a foul punishable by a direct punishment is committed by a player in his own penalty area. The shot is taken from the penalty mark, which is 11 m (12 yards) from the goal line and centered between the
touchlines. In practice, penalty kicks result in goals most of the time, even against the best and most experienced goalkeepers. This means that penalty prizes are revolutionary and often decisive decisions, particularly in low-scoring matches. Similar kicks are made in a penalty kick in some tournaments to determine which team is
victorious after a draw; these are governed by slightly different rules. Penalty area procedure scheme The ball is placed on the penalty mark, regardless of where the foul occurred in the penalty area. The player who takes the kick must be identified to the referee. Only the kicker and goalkeeper of the defending team can be inside the
penalty area; all other players must be inside the field of play but outside the penalty area, behind the penalty mark, and a minimum of 9.15 m (10 yd) from the penalty mark (this distance is denoted by the penalty frame). [1] The goalkeeper must stand on the goal line between the goal posts until the ball is kicked. Lateral movement is
allowed, but the goalkeeper is not allowed to exit the goal line by taking a step throwing forward until the ball is in play. The assistant referee responsible the goal line where the penalty is taken is positioned at the intersection of penalty area and goal line, and assists the referee in the search for violations and/or if a goal is scored. When
the referee is satisfied that the players are positioned correctly, they whistle to indicate that the kicker can kick. The kicker can make fiction moves (deceptive or distracting) during the run to the ball, but once the run is complete they may no longer pretend and have to kick the ball. The ball must be stationary before kicking and must be
kicked forward. The ball is in play once it is kicked and moves, and at that moment other players can enter the penalty area. Once kicked, the kicker cannot touch the ball again until it has been touched by another player from both teams or goes out of the game (included in the goal). Infractions Kevin Muscat who took a penalty for
Melbourne Victory FC in 2008 In case of violation of the laws of the game during a penalty kick, most commonly entering the penalty area illegally, the referee must consider both whether the ball entered the goal and which teams committed the offence. Football result No violation Violation by attacking team only Violation by defence only
Violation by both Enters rekick goal Rekick Goal Goes directly out of bounds Goal kick Rekick Rekick Bounces into play from goal frame / goalkeeper Play continuous indirect punishment Kingkick Rekick Saved and held back by goalkeeper Play continues Play continues Rekick Rekick Deflected out of bounds by goalkeeper Corner kick
Indirect free kick Rekick Rekick The following violations committed by the kicking team result in an indirect punishment for the team in defence, regardless of the outcome of the kick: an identified kicker teammate kicks the ball instead (the player who took the kick is booked) kicker feints kicking the ball at the end of the run-up (the kicker is
booked) kicker does not go ahead kicker touches the ball a second time before he touches another player (includes rebounds from the goal posts or crossbar) In case of a player who repeatedly violates the laws during the penalty kick, the referee can warn the player of persistent violation. Note that all crimes that occur before football can
be treated in this way, regardless of the place of the crime. If the ball touches an external agent (i.e. an object outside the field of play) as it moves forward from football, the kick is resumed. Tap penalty A two-man penalty, or tap penalty, occurs when the kicker, instead of shooting for the goal, slightly touches the ball forward so a
teammate can run on it and shoot. If executed correctly, it is a legal game since the kicker is not to shoot for the goal and he just has to kick the ball forward. This strategy relies heavily on the element of surprise, as it requires the goalkeeper first to believe that the kicker will actually shoot, then dive or move from one part in. It therefore
requires the goalkeeper to stay out of position long enough for the kicker's teammate to reach the ball before any holder, and for that teammate to place a shot on the helpless side of the goal. The first penalty recorded was taken by Jimmy McIlroy and Danny Blanchflower of Northern Ireland against Portugal on 1 May 1957. [2] Another
was taken by Rik Coppens and André Piters in the Belgium-Iceland World Cup qualifying match on 5 June 1957. Another attempt was made by Mike Trebilcock and John Newman, who played for Plymouth Argyle in 1964. [3] Later, Johan Cruyff tried the same with his Ajax team-mate Jesper Olsen in 1982. [3] Arsenal players Thierry
Henry and Robert Pires failed to attempt a similar penalty in 2005, during a Premier League game against Manchester City at Highbury. Pires ran to get the kick, tried to pass henry to the impetus, but miskicked and the ball hardly moved; As he had slightly touched the ball, he could not touch it again, and City defender Sylvain Distin
cleared the ball before Henry could shoot. [4] Lionel Messi took advantage of a luis suárez penalty when Suárez completed his hat-trick on 14 February 2016 against opponents Celta de Vigo. [5] Save tactics Play media A goalkeeper makes a save from a penalty kick Reading the kicker A penalty scored by Ryan Valentine (red, No. 3).
Defending from a penalty kick is one of the most difficult tasks a goalkeeper can face. Due to the short distance between the penalty point and the goal, there is very little time to react to the shot. For this reason, the goalkeeper usually begins his dive before the ball is actually hit. In fact, the goalkeeper must act on his best prediction of
where the shot will be targeted. Some goalkeepers decide how to dive in advance, thus taking a good chance to dive in time. Others try to read the kicker's movement pattern. On the other hand, kickers often pretend and prefer a relatively slow shot in an attempt to foil the goalkeeper. The potentially more fruitful approach, shooting high
and in the center, that is, in the space that the goalkeeper will evacuate, also carries the highest risk of firing over the bar. As the shooter approaches the ball, the goalkeeper has only a fraction of a second to read the shooter's movements and decide where the ball will go. If their hypothesis is correct, this could result in a missed penalty.
Helmuth Duckadam, goalkeeper for Steaua București, saved the record of four consecutive penalties in the 1986 European Cup final against Barcelona. He dived three times to the right and a fourth time to his left to save all the penalties he took, securing victory for his team. Use of knowledge of the history of the A goalkeeper can also
rely on knowledge of the shooter's past behavior to inform his decision. An example would be former Dutch national team goalkeeper Hans van Breukelen, who has always had a card box with all the information opponent's penalty specialist. Ecuadorian goalkeeper Marcelo Elizager, saving a penalty from Carlos Tevez in a match between
Ecuador and Argentina, revealed that he had studied some of Tévez's penalty kicks and suspected he would shoot on the left side of the goalkeeper. Two other examples occurred during the 2006 FIFA World Cup: Portuguese national team goalkeeper Ricardo in a quarter-final match against England, where he saved three penalties out
of four. Argentina's quarter-final match with Germany also came on penalties, and German goalkeeper Jens Lehmann was seen looking at a piece of paper held in his sock before any Argentine player would come forward for a penalty. It is assumed that information about each kicker's habits was written on this document. Lehmann saved
two of the four penalties he took and came close to saving a third. This approach may not always be successful; the player can intentionally pass from his favorite spot after witnessing the goalkeeper who has gained knowledge of his kicks. Most of the time, especially in amateur football, the goalkeeper is often forced to guess. Theoretical
research of the game shows that both the goalkeeper and the goalkeeper must randomize their strategies in precise ways to prevent the opponent from exploiting his predictability. [6] Distraction The goalkeeper can also try to distract the penalty goalkeeper, as the expectation is on the penalty to succeed, thus more pressure on the
penalty, making them more vulnerable to mistakes. For example, in the 2008 UEFA Champions League final between Manchester United and Chelsea, United goalkeeper Edwin van der Sar pointed to his left team when Nicolas Anelka came forward to take a shot on penalties. That's because all of Chelsea's penalties went to the left.
Anelka's shot went to the right of Van der Sar, who was saved. Liverpool goalkeeper Bruce Grobbelaar used a method to distract players called spaghetti legs trick to help his club defeat Roma to win the 1984 European Cup. This tactic was emulated in the 2005 UEFA Champions League final, also won by Liverpool goalkeeper Jerzy
Dudek, helping his team defeat AC Milan. An illegal way to save penalties is for the goalkeeper to make a quick and short leap forward just before the penalty goalkeeper connects with the ball. This not only turns off the corner of the shot, but also distracts the penalty. The method was used by Brazilian goalkeeper Cláudio Taffarel. FIFA
was less strict on the rule at the time. In more recent times, FIFA has advised all referees to strictly obey the rules. [quote required] Similarly, a goalkeeper may also attempt to delay a cleaning his boots, asking the referee to see if the ball is positioned correctly and other delaying tactics. This method increases the pressure on the penalty,
but the goalkeeper can risk punishment, most likely a yellow card. A doorman can also try to the taker talking to them before the penalty is taken. Dutch national team goalkeeper Tim Krul used this technique during penalties in the 2014 FIFA World Cup quarter-final match against Costa Rica. As Costa Rican players prepared to take the
kick, Krul told them he knew where they would put their penalty, in order to get into their head. [7] This led to two penalties and Holland winning the shootout 4–3. Under the new changes to the IFAB rule, if the criminal attempt to fake or disfavor the opposing goalkeeper after completing the run-up to the ball, the taker will be punished with
a yellow card and will not be allowed to resume the kick. [9] Scoring statistics Although the goalkeeper manages to block the shot, the ball can return to the penalty goalkeeper or one of his teammates for another shot, with the goalkeeper often in a poor position to make a second save. This makes it more difficult to save penalty kicks.
This is not a concern in penalties, where only one shot is allowed. While penalty kicks are much more often successful than not, missed penalty kicks are not uncommon: for example, of the 78 penalty kicks taken during the 2005-06 English Premier League season, 57 led to a goal, so almost 30% of penalties were unsuccessful. [10] A
German professor who studied penalty statistics in the German Bundesliga for 16 years found 76% of all penalties during those 16 years came in, and 99% of the shots in the top half of the goal went into [the necessary quote], although the highest half of the goal is a harder goal to aim for. During his career, Italian striker Roberto Baggio
had two events in which his shot hit the top bar, bounced down, bounced off the goalkeeper and crossed the goal line for a goal. Rescue statistics Some goalkeepers have become known for their ability to save penalty kicks. One of these goalkeepers is Brazilian goalkeeper Diego Alves, who boasts a 49% rescue success rate. Other
goalkeepers with high save rates include Claudio Bravo, Kevin Trapp, Samir Handanovic, Gianluigi Buffon, Tim Krul, Danijel Subasic and Manuel Neuer. [11] Offences for which a penalty is awarded A penalty kick is awarded whenever one of the following offences is committed by a player within that player's penalty area while the ball is
in play (note that the ball must be in play at the time of the offence, but it must not be within the penalty area at that time). [13] Handball (excluding handling of goalkeeper offences)[15] one of the following offences against an opponent, if committed in a manner considered by the referee to be inattentive, reckless or using force charge
kicks or attempts to kick push shots or attempts to strike (including head-to-head) faces or challenges trips or attempts to stumble while holding an opponent[16] hindering an opposing opponent contact[16] biting or spitting at someone[16] throwing an object at the ball, an opponent or a match official, or coming into contact with the ball
with an object held[16] any physical offense against a teammate, substitute, replaced or sent player, team official, or match official[17] a player requesting the referee's permission to re-enter the field of play , substitute, substitute player, sent player or team official enters the field of play without the permission of the referee, and interferes
with the game[18] a player who requires the permission of the referee to return to the field of play, substitute, substitute player, player sent or team official is on the field of play without the permission of the referee while that person's team scores a goal[19] a player temporarily off the field of play , substitute player, replaced player, sent
player or team official throws or kicks an item on the playing field, and the item interferes with the game, an opponent or a match official. [20] History Prime proposed The original laws of the game, in 1863, had no definite punishments for rule violations. In 1872, indirect punishment was introduced as punishment for the illegal handling of
the ball; it was later extended to other offences. [22] This indirect free kick was designed as an inadequate remedy for a handball that prevented an otherwise certain goal. As a result, a law was introduced in 1882 to award a goal to a team that was prevented from scoring by an opponent's handball. This law lasted only one season before
being abolished in 1883. Introduction of the penalty kick When it was first introduced in 1891, the penalty was awarded for offense within 12 yards (11 m) of the goal line. The invention of penalty football is attributed to goalkeeper and businessman William McCrum in 1890 in Milford, County Armagh, Ireland. [24] The Irish Football
Association presented the idea at the International Football Association Board meeting in 1890, where it was postponed to its next meeting in 1891. [25] Two incidents in the 1890–1 season lend further strength to the argument for a penalty shootout. On 20 December 1890, in the Scottish Cup quarter-final between East Stirlingshire and
Heart of Midlothian Jimmy Adams[26] he kicked the ball from under the bar,[27][28] and on 14 February 1891, there was a blatant handball from a Notts County handball in the FA Cup quarter-final against Stoke City. , after much debate, the International Football Association Board approved the idea on June 2, 1891. [29] [30] The penalty
kicking law has been corrected: if a player must intentionally stumble or hold an opposing player, or deliberately handle the ball, within twelve meters of his own goal line, the referee on appeal, the opposing side a penalty kick, to be taken from any point twelve yards [11 m] from the goal line, under the following conditions:— All players,
except the player who takes the penalty and the opposing goalkeeper must not advance more than six meters [5.5 m] from the goal line) must stand at least six meters [5.5 m] behind the ball. The ball will be in play when the kick is taken and a goal can be scored by the penalty kick. [31] Some notable differences between this original law
of 1891 and today's penalty kick are listed below: it was awarded for a crime committed within 12 yards (11 m) from the goal line (the penalty area was not introduced until 1902). He could be taken from anywhere along a 12-yard line (11 m) from the goal line (even the penalty point was not introduced until 1902). It was granted only after
an appeal. There was no restriction on dribbling. The ball could be kicked in any direction. The goalie was allowed to advance up to 6 yards (5.5 m) from the goal line. The world's first penalty was awarded to airdrieonians in 1891 at Broomfield Park,[32] and the first penalty in the Football League was awarded to Wolverhampton
Wanderers in the match against Accrington at Molineux Stadium on 14 September 1891. The penalty was taken and scored by Billy Heath[33] while Wolves won the game 5–0. Later developments The laws of 1902 introduced the modern penalty area and the penalty point In 1892, the penalty kicker was forbidden to kick the ball again
before the ball touched another player. A measure has also been added that [i]f needed, playing time is extended to admit that the penalty kick has been taken. In 1896, the ball had to be kicked forward and the requirement for an appeal was removed. In 1902, the penalty area was introduced with its current size (a rectangle that
stretched for 18 yards (16 m) from the goal posts). The penalty spot was also introduced, 12 yards (11 m) from the goal. All the other players had to be out of the penalty area. In 1905, the goalkeeper was required to remain on the goal line. In 1923, all other players had to be at least 10 yards (9.15 m) from the penalty spot (as well as
being out of the penalty area). [38] This change was made in order to prevent defenders from lining up on the edge of the penalty area to prevent the player from taking the kick. [39] Suggested arrangement of players to penalty football (1923), reflecting pre-1923 laws In 1930, a footnote was attached to the laws, stating that the
goalkeeper should not move his feet until the penalty was taken. [40] In 1937, a bow (colloquially known as D) was added to the pitch marks, to help apply the 10-yard (9.15 m) restriction. [41] The goalkeeper had to stand between the posts. In 1939, it was specified that the ball had to travel the distance of its circumference before being in
play. In 1997, this requirement was removed: became in the game as soon as she was kicked and moved forward. In 2016, it was specified that the ball must move clearly. In 1995, all other players were required to stay behind the penalty point. The Scottish Football Association said this new provision would eliminate a number of
problems with the position of players facing the penalty mark when a penalty is taken as currently permitted. In 1997, the goalkeeper was once again allowed to move his feet, and was also required to face the kicker. [47] The issue of fakes during the race for a penalty has occupied the International FA Board since 1982, when he decided
that if a player stops in his run it is a crime for which he must be booked (for great conduct) by the referee. However, in 1985 the same body reversed itself, deciding that the hypothesis that pretending it was a crime was wrong, and that it was up to the arbitrator to decide whether a case should be penalised as conduct. [49] From 2000 to
2006, documents produced by ifab specified that fiction during the execution phase of a penalty kick was allowed. [50] In 2007, this guide pointed out that if in the opinion of the referee the fake is considered an act of unsportsmanlike behavior, the player must be warned. In 2010, due to concern about a growing trend in players faking a
penalty kick to deceive the goalkeeper, a proposal was adopted to specify that while pretending to take a penalty to confuse opponents is allowed as part of football, pretending to kick the ball once the player has completed his run-up is considered a violation of Law 14 and an act of unsportsmanlike behavior for which the player must be
cautioned. [52] Summary date Position of offense Position of the penalty kick Position of the goalkeeper Position of other players Goalkeeper can move feet Taker can kick ball twice Ball can be kicked back Kicker can fake Goal can be scored Date 1891 Within 12 yards (11 m) from the goal line From any point 12 yards (11 m) from the
goal line Within 6 meters (5.5 m) of the line goal At least 6 yards (5.5 m) behind the ball Yes Yes Yes If not considered large behavior Yes 1891 1892 No. 1892 1896 N. 1896 1902 Inside the penalty area From the penalty spot Inside the penalty area Outside the penalty area 1902 1905 On the goal line 1905 1923 Outside the penalty area
, and at least 10 yards (9.15 m) from ball 1923 1930 No. 1930 1937 On the goal line between posts 1937 1982 No 1982 1985 If not considered large/unsportsmanlike behaviour 1985 1995 Outside the penalty area, at least 10 yards (9.15 m) from the ball, and behind the ball 1995 1997 Yes 1997 2010 Unless the run-up is complete 2010
Offences for which a penalty has been awarded Since its introduction in 1891, a penalty has been awarded for two broad categories of offences: serious handball offences involving the Physical The number of offences eligible for punishment with a penalty kick, small when initially introduced in 1891, expanded rapidly afterwards. This led
to some confusion: confusion: for example, in September 1891, a referee conceded a penalty against a goalkeeper who [lost] his temper and [kicked] an opponent, although under the laws of 1891 this offence was punishable only by indirect punishment. [53] The following table shows the punishments[54] specified by the laws for crimes
involving ball management or physical contact, between 1890 and 1903:[55] Date Handball Tripping Pushing Holding Kicking a Player Jumping on a Player Charged From Behind[56] Violations of Goalkeeper Technical Management[57] Dangerous Game[58] Date 18 90 Indirect punishment Indirect punishment kick Indirect punishment
Indirect football Not prohibited 1890 1891 Indirect punishment / Penalty Kick Indirect free kick / Penalty Kick Indirect free kick / Penalty kick 1891 1893 Indirect free kick / Kick penalty Indirect punishment 1893 1897 Indirect punishment / Penalty kick 1897 1901 Indirect punishment / Penalty kick 1901 1902 Indirect punishment / Penalty kick
1902 190 2 1903 Direct free kick / Penalty Direct punishment / Penalty Direct punishment / Penalty Kick Direct free kick / Direct kick / Direct free kick / Penalty Kick Direct free kick / Penalty Kick Direct free kick / Penalty Direct punishment / Kick Penalty shootout 1903 Since 1903, the offences for which a penalty is awarded within the
penalty area of the team in defence are identical to those for which a direct free kick is awarded outside the penalty area of the team in defence. These consisted of handball (excluding technical infringements of manipulation by the goalkeeper), and foul play, with the following exceptions (which were instead punished by an indirect
punishment in the penalty area):[59] Dangerous game (since 1903) [60] Hindering/hindering the progress of an opponent (1951-2016)[61] and hindering a contactless opponent (since 2016)[62][63] Recharge when you don't try to play the ball (1948-1997)[64][65] References ^ Laws of the Game 2019/20 (PDF). p. 38. ^ Video: Messi who?
Northern Ireland legends Blanchflower and McIlroy's brilliant penalty. Independent.ie. ^ a b Lionel Messi's penalty: Robert Pires and Thierry Henry, Johan Cruyff and Jesper Olsen and others to try to cheat penalties. Independent. February 15, 2016. ^ Wenger defends Pires on penalty. BBC News. October 22, 2005. ^ Messi passes a
penalty for Suárez's hat-trick as Barça beat Celta 6-1. Wikinews. February 15, 2016. ^ Chiappori, P. -A; Levitt, S.; Groseclose, T. (September 1, 2002), Testing Mixed-Strategy Equilibria When Players Are Heterogeneous: The Case of Penalty Kicks in Soccer, The American Economic Review, 92 (4): 1138–1151,
doi:10.1257/00028280260344678, JSTOR 3083302 ^ Tim Krul: How the 120th-minute substitute stole Dutch glory. BBC Sport. Retrieved February 15, 2016. ^ Ough, Tom. Five football regulations that will affect Euro 2016 and beyond. The Telegraph. Accessed June 1, 2016. ^ Les Murray. The madness of the football rule changes. The
world game. World. Broadcasting Corporation. Consultato il 1° giugno 2016. ^ [1] Archiviato il 13 giugno 2006 presso la Wayback Machine ^ Ellis, Tim (30 gennaio 2017). 9 dei migliori portieri di calcio che salvano i rigori. Recuperato il 21 febbraio 2019. ^ Smith, Adam (5 ottobre 2016). Top penalty-stoppers in Premier League ed Europa.
Sky Sport. Recuperato il 21 febbraio 2019. ^ Leggi del Gioco 2019/20, passim; p. 103 ^ Leggi del Gioco 2019/20, p. 87 ^ a b Leggi del Gioco 2019/20, p. 103 ^ a b c d Leggi del Gioco 2019/20, p. 104 ^ Laws of the Game 2019/20, p. 114 ^ Laws of the Game 2019/20, p. 53 ^ Laws of the Game 2019/20, p. 54 ^ Laws of the Game 2019/20,
p. 115 ^ Laws of the Game (1863) – via Wikisource. ^ Laws of the Game (1872) - via Wikisource. ^ Ad esempio: Windsor Home Park v Maidenhead. Bell's Life in London: 8. 23 novembre 1872. F. Heron ha fatto uno splendido tiro in porta, che deve essere riuscito non aveva uno degli uomini Maidenhead (non il portiere) più ingiustamente
fermato con le mani. Naturalmente ne seguì la punizione, ma a questo punto gli uomini dei Maidenhead avevano completamente allineato il loro obiettivo, e, dopo un po 'di scrimmage, Goolden riuscì a portare via la palla ^ Daily Telegraph lunedì 9 aprile 2007 p5 (vedi articolo sul Telegraph online) ^ International Football Association
Board: 1890 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 2. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ James Adams - Squadra, Scottish Football Association. ^ 1890-12-20 Sab East Stirlingshire 1 Hearts 3. ^ 1890122015 Hearts and Scottish Football Reports For Sat 20 Dic 1890 Page 15 of 22. ^ The Sunday Times Illustrated History of
Football Reed International Books Limited. 1996. pag11. ISBN 1-85613-341-9 ^ International Football Association Board: 1891 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). pp. 2-5. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ Laws of the Game (1891) - via Wikisource. ^ Airdrie. ^ È successo in questo giorno - 14 settembre. BBC News. 14
settembre 2002. Consultato il 22 maggio 2010. ^ Laws of the Game (1892) - via Wikisource. ^ Laws of the Game (1896) - via Wikisource. ^ Laws of the Game (1902) - via Wikisource. ^ Laws of the Game (1905) - via Wikisource. ^ International Football Association Board: 1923 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 2.
Recuperato il 29 dicembre 2018. ^ Calci di rigore: una pratica che deve essere interrotta. Athletic News: 6. 4 giugno 1924. ^ International Football Association Board: 1930 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 4. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ International Football Association Board: 1937 Minutes of the Annual General
Meeting (PDF). p. 6. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ International Football Association Board: 1937 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 6. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ International Football Association Board: 1939 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 4. Consultato il 25 ottobre 2018. ^ International Football
Association Board: 1997 Minutes of the General Meeting (PDF). p. 135. Retrieved December 3, 2019. ^ ^ Legislative changes 2016-17 (PDF). p. 43. Retrieved December 3, 2019. ^ International Football Association Board: 1995 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 38. Accessed October 25, 2018. ^ International Football
Association Board: 1997 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 135. Accessed October 25, 2018. ^ International Football Association Board: 1982 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 6. Retrieved January 31, 2019. ^ International Football Association Board: 1985 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p.
24. Retrieved January 31, 2019. ^ e.g. The laws of the game: questions and answers: 2006 (PDF). p. 37. Retrieved January 7, 2019. ^ Game Laws 2007/2008 (PDF). p. 125. Retrieved January 7, 2019. ^ Changes to the laws of the game – 2010/2011 (PDF). p. 4. Accessed January 7, 2010. ^ En Passant. Athletic News and Cyclists'
Journal. xiii (835): 1. September 21, 1891. ^ excluding caution / sending ^ Loading the goalkeeper is excluded, since it could never occur within 12 meters of the opponent's goal line ^ Subject to a few exceptions: see individual editions of the laws for details ^ Take more than two steps keeping the ball in half; also, before 1901, handle the
ball in your own middle for a purpose other than defending the goalkeeper's goal. ^ Between 1892 and 1901, even playing in any way likely to cause injury ^ Crimes that could only be committed against the goalkeeper in his own penalty area are excluded from this list, as they could not lead to a penalty kick; see the punishment article for
more details. ^ Laws of the Game (1903) - via Wikisource. A goal can be scored by a free kick that is awarded due to any violation of Law 9, but not by any other punishment. ^ International Football Association Board: 1951 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting (PDF). p. 3. the following new offense to punish with an indirect punishment:
(3) When not playing the ball, intentionally obstructing an opponent ^ In 2016, the impediment to an opponent with contact was made a direct offense of free kick / penalty kick ^ Laws of the Game 2016/17 (PDF). p. 82. Retrieved February 1, 2020. ^ International Football Association Board: 1948 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
(PDF). p. 5. RATES ENOUGH ... WHEN THE BALL IS NOT AT A DISTANCE OF PLAY FROM THE AFFECTED PLAYERS AND THEY ARE CERTAINLY NOT TRYING TO PLAY IT ^ In 1997, this was abolished as a separate offense; all forms of charge of an opponent in a way considered by the referee inattentive, reckless, or involving
excessive force has become punishable by a direct free kick External links Media related to penalty kick (kick-off) to Wikimedia Commons History of Laws of the Game - From 1863 to the current 2014 Irish Examiner penalty shootout article by Dr R Hume
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